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A Aglain. Aglain (portrayed by Colin Salmon) was a Druid man who lived in the Forest of Acestir.In the
second-season episode, "The Nightmare Begins", he, with the assistance of Mordred, rescued Morgana from
a group of serkets, and later healed the injury she sustained from one of the creatures.
List of Merlin characters - Wikipedia
Merlin (Welsh: Myrddin) is a legendary figure best known as the wizard featured in Arthurian legend and
medieval Welsh poetry.The standard depiction of the character first appears in Geoffrey of Monmouth's
Historia Regum Britanniae, written c. 1136, and is based on an amalgamation of previous historical and
legendary figures.Geoffrey combined existing stories of Myrddin Wyllt (or Merlinus ...
Merlin - Wikipedia
Merlin, tel que reprÃ©sentÃ© dans l'Ã©dition originale des Chroniques de Nuremberg d'Hartmann Schedel,
1493.
Merlin â€” WikipÃ©dia
Cet article prÃ©sente la liste des Ã©pisodes de la sÃ©rie tÃ©lÃ©visÃ©e britannique Merlin.Les saisons sont
Ã chaque fois renouvelÃ©es pour treize Ã©pisodes. Les Ã©pisodes sont classÃ©s par ordre chronologique,
correspondant au dÃ©roulement de lâ€™histoire de la sÃ©rie.
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